
LAND HERE
Aerospace companies are thriving in Idaho and their 

innovations continue to strengthen the state’s economy.

Idaho’s varied terrain and high-tech 
capabilities make the state an ideal 

location for the research, development 
and testing of aviation-related products.

The aerospace industry in Idaho has 
grown exponentially thanks to businesses 

excelling in aircraft assembly, 
maintenance, parts and equipment 

manufacturing, and defense articles. 

Idaho at AVALON 2019 is funded in 
part through a STEP grant with the 
U.S. Small Business Administration.
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The Idaho Aerospace Alliance (IDAA) is made 
up of manufacturers and service providers that 

support both the commercial and defense 
aerospace industries. 

The IDAA has strategic alliances with the 
education community and state agencies to 

build the aerospace industry within the region. 
Alliance companies manufacture component 

parts for aircraft engines, control systems, 
cabin interiors, cargo systems, defense 

products and much more. 

IDAA members o�er everything from the nuts 
and bolts to the finished Kodiak planes by 
Quest, and from MRO to the counter-UAS 

products to keep them flying.

info@idaero.org  |  www.idaero.org 
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 +1 208.378.9888
sales@aerospecialties.com
www.aerospecialties.com

AERO Specialties provides complete aircraft and airport ground 
support equipment solutions to corporate, FBO, MRO, military, 
airline and general aviation customers worldwide. O�ering 
excellent pricing and short lead times on an entire range of 
high-quality GSE, they supply an unprecedented variety of service 
capabilities that are unmatched in the industry, allowing 
customization of complete GSE packages.

AeroLEDs has redefined the expectations of aircraft lighting. Their 
high quality LED landing, taxi and navigation lights are designed 
to replace legacy lighting while consuming less power, producing 
more light output and lasting significantly longer. AeroLEDs 
continues to increase the benchmark for high performance LED 
lights and is outshining and replacing traditional lighting for safer 
and more reliable flying.

Ryan Edmark
 +1 208.850.3294

ryan@aeroleds.com
www.aeroleds.com

Aviation Specialties Unlimited (ASU), established in 1995, is a 
leading innovator in night vision imaging system design, 
manufacturing, installation, certification, sales, training and service. 
ASU serves customers around the world with onsite training, 
cockpit modification, service and support.

Jake Hart
 +1 208.383.5526

jhart@asu-nvg.com
www.asu-nvg.com

Black Sage o�ers an end-to-end solution for UAS defense. Their 
complete solution includes multiple layers of state-of-the-art 
hardware and software. The UASX stations are modular and enable 
scaled coverage across a variety of geographic areas. UASX can be 
pole-, tripod- or vehicle-mounted and readily integrated with 
external control and alarm systems.

Dirk Manley
 +1 208.810.4020

dirk.manley@blacksagetech.com
www.blacksagetech.com

Black Sage

Frequence specializes in the creation of secure wireless devices 
for advanced communications. Our cutting-edge devices are 
ready to be deployed in the toughest of military, industrial, and 
emergency response situations.

Sid Mitchell
 +1 208.309.3953

smitchell@frqtech.com
www.frqtech.com

FRE UENCE

Mathew Smith
 +1 208.733.9689
matt@hmi-mfg.com
www.hmi-mfg.com

Hamilton Manufacturing, Inc. is a dust and 
erosion control, hydromulch and cellulose 
insulation manufacturing facility. Their dust 
control products are environmentally 
friendly, certified by the USDA organic, easy 
to apply and fully functional as soon as the 
material is sprayed with no drying time 
needed and no salts added to contaminate 
soils. They train end users how to apply the 
technology to help save the maximum 
amount of money possible.  

Walter Johns
 +1 800.777.4926

waltj@westair.com
www.westair.com

Western Aircraft, a Greenwich AeroGroup company, is a 
worldwide stocking distributor with over 18,000 FAA-approved 
line items, rotable components and modification kits ready to 
deliver in 24 hours or less. Western Aircraft also has access to 
hundreds of thousands of other parts, components, used avionics 
and rotables via OEMs and other Greenwich AeroGroup-owned 
companies such as Professional Aviation Associates and 
Professional Aircraft Accessories.

J.D. Claridge
 +1 208.665.1353

jd@xcraft.io
www.xcraft.io

xCraft develops customized unmanned aerial systems (UAS) for 
enterprise and military markets. They partner with companies in 
energy, security, public safety and agriculture. The customer 
knows their industry, and xCraft knows drones. Together, they can 
build powerful flying machines that change the world!

The Idaho Pavillion is located in booth 3G10.


